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BELFAST
IRatural Ibfstorp ant> pbUosopbical Society

ANNUAL REPORT
The

i884.

Council for the year 1883-4, appointed by the Shareholders
annual Meeting, on the 19th June, 1883, desire to

at their

present to their meeting the Report of the working of the Society

during the past year.

The Winter

Session was opened on

November 6th by an

address by the President, Professor Cunningham, the subject
selected being " The Extinct Floras of the British Islands." The

second paper was read on December 4th, by Mr. Joseph John
Murphy, and was a communication from Professor Heddle, of
St. Andrew's, on " Agates."
Mr. William Gray followed with
a notice of " The Sand Hills of Ballintoy." On January 8th,

two papers, one by Mr. Joseph Wright
Remarks on the Tendency to Variation in Foraminifera, as
illustrated in the Genus Lagena"
the other by the Rev. George
Robinson, on " The Occurrence of some Rare Birds at Lough
Neagh since 1876." On February 5th, a paper was read by
Professor Meissner, Ph.D., Queen's College subject " Heathen
1884, there were

il

;

:

;

On

February 12th, Mr.
William Hancock, F.R.G.S., of the Chinese Imperial Customs
its Physical GeoService, read a paper on " North Formosa
graphy, Flora, Fauna, and Aborigines." On March 4th there
were two papers the readers were Mr. F. W. Lockwood, on
" Sanitary Protection Associations
their Success and Mode of
Operations," and Mr. Robert Young, who gave " A Notice of
some North American Stone Implements." The concluding
Antiquities in Christian Churches."

;

;

;

2

paper of the Session was by Mr. Robert Lloyd Patterson
" Migratory Birds."
On each of these evenings,
subject

;

:

except the
Professor

last,

the chair was occupied by the President,

Cunningham

on the

;

last

evening, Professor Everett

presided, in consequence of the President's absence

The
was

from

Belfast.

attendance of members and visitors at the evening meetings
fairly

The

maintained.

Secretary, Dr.

Workman, having

consequence of leaving Belfast, Mr.

W.

resigned his

office,

in

H. Patterson was ap-

pointed to the vacant post.

A list of Donations to the Museum,

and of Reports and other
is to be printed with the
The Council would thank the various donors

Publications for the Society's library,
present Report.

for their valuable gifts.

The Museum was opened on

Easter

Monday

a charge of two pence for adults, and one

to the public, at

penny

for children,

and the attendance was, as usual, very large.
The storms of last Winter occasioned some damage to the
roof and walls, but these, along with some defects that came to
light in the curator's house, have been made good.
The Council
reports that the buildings are in good order, and that the
collections are also in good order, and in several respects in an
improved condition.

The re-arrangement

of the Foreign Shells in the

Museum

been completed. This large collection has been removed to the gallery, and now occupies the
wall cases on the south side. The series includes represenhas, with a small exception,

The
number of specimens mounted at present is very nearly
Gastropods, genera 131, species 1320,
7000, made up as follows
tatives of all the great families of testaceous Mollusca.

total

:

—

specimens 5467.
1362.

These

Bivalves, genera 75, species 584, specimens
have been completely classified, mounted in their

proper order, and, with the assistance of Messrs.

Swanston, labelled with dates and

The

Workman and

localities, as far as

could be

American fresh-water shells is
displayed in the gallery flat cases.
The cases which contained
the general collection of minerals have been re-painted, and the
ascertained.

fine set of

specimens are being arranged according to the sequence of
Dana's manual. The labels, which were becoming illegible

through age, are being renewed, and the specimens displayed to
the best advantage. It would seem that the four cases which
this collection of minerals has hitherto occupied, will not now
suffice to

hold

all

the specimens, unless they be very

much

becomes a question whether some of
or
shall
left
out,
whether it may not be advisable to
be
them
make use of one or two of the flat cases at present in the lecture
crowded.

It,

hall, filled

with miscellaneous matter.

The

therefore,

Account is submitted herewith.
Your Council now retire from office, and this meeting will be
asked to select fifteen members to form a new Council.
Treasurer's
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DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM,
From Mr. John Browne,
Antique

steel

1883-84

M.R.I.A., Cookstown.

sword, dug up in the City of Londonderry, in

October, 1836.

From Captain Robert Campbell, of the Ship Slieve Donard.
Twenty-five figures of Natives of India, in their usual costumes

two necklaces, two pair

;

and one string of
beads, made of Delhi grass
One Indian hookah, one
Indian mat, and one Indian weapon
specimen of
pumice, from the recent eruption at Karakatoa, found
floating at sea, 1 200 miles from Java.
From Major Crawford, J.P., D.L.
curiously twisted branch, found at Rademon, County Down.
From Mr. Daniel Devlin, Coalisland.
nodule of decomposing coral (Lithostrotian).
From Mr. William Gray, M.R.I. A.
stone muller from North America ; five specimens of reversed
of bracelets,
;

;

A

A
A

helices.

From Rev. H. W. Lett, Ardmore.
Specimens of mosses for the herbarium.
From Dr. James Moore, M.R.I.A.
Fragments of ancient sepulchral urns locks and fetters used in
the old County Gaol at Carrickfergus
some ancient
;

;

military accoutrements.

From Mr. R. Lloyd Patterson, J.P., F.L.S.
Male and female specimens of the upland goose.
From Mr. Alexander Richardson, Lambeg.
A lizard's skin, and two snakes' skins.
From Mr. Robert Young, C.E.
Specimens of flint instruments, and of ancient pottery, from
North America.
From Mr. R. M. Young.
A collection of cryptogamic plants, made by the late Mr. John
Templeton, mostly during the years from 1804 to 1809.
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
THE EXTINCT FLORAS OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS,
DELIVERED BY

ROBERT CUNNINGHAM,
Professor of Natural History

Esq., M.D., F.R.U.I.,

and Geology

)

in Queen's College,

Belfast^

On Tuesday

Evening, 6tk November, 1883.

The

President commenced his address by making a complimentary reference to the interesting historical sketch of the
rise and progress of the Society with which his respected predecessor, Mr. R. L. Patterson, inaugurated his presidency.
He (the President) thought nothing could be more appropriate,
coming as it did from a gentleman the memory of whose father
they all honoured, he having been one of the original founders
and also one of the most vigorous supporters of the Association.
He (Dr. Cunningham) had chosen as his theme the " Extinct
Floras of the British Islands."

In order clearly to understand

the relationship existing between the different extinct

floras, it

was necessary to place before them the great sections into which
the rocks have been divided Palaeozoic (primary), Mesozoic

—

(secondary), Kainozoic (tertiary), with their different divisions
into strata, beginning with the oldest, the Laurentian, and ending

with the Quaternary.
The President pointed out that the
Laurentian are so called from extensive beds which had been
discovered near the St. Lawrence River, and that little of this
formation has been discovered in the British Islands.

He

also

lis

referred to the various extinct floras found in the

Cambrian and

Silurian formations, and dwelt at length on the flora of the

Devonian and Old Red Sandstone,
passing tribute to the

whose name

memory

this stratum

is

in describing

of the late

which he paid a

Hugh

Miller,

with

As might

intimately connected.

be expected, the coal-producing strata in the lower part of
the carboniferous formation is very rich in fossil plants.

The

lecturer

fossils,

entered into a lengthened description of these

pointing out

many

of their distinguishing

and more

interesting characteristics, including their agreement with certain species at present existing in the southern hemisphere, a

circumstance which
possessed a
little is

proves

that

found in these islands,

The second and

is

country at that time
of

which very

very deficient in extinct

floras.

third great section of rocks have fossil plants

more nearly approaching those

As

our

much warmer climate. The Permian,

still

growing in our

islands.

a general rule, while the plants that were in existence during

the formation of rocks in the Primary section were Monocotyle-

donous, those in the Secondary and Tertiary were principally

Dicotyledonous.

The

by a graphic descripBovey Tracey, Island of Mull, and the
County Antrim.

tion of the leaf beds of

northern part of

lecturer concluded

'3

6th November, 1883.

The

President, Dr.

Cunningham,

in the Chair.

AN ANCIENT ALTAR STONE.
The Hon.

Secretary directed the attention of the meeting to

a very curious object of Irish antiquarian interest, an ancient
altar stone, the property of

Mr. Robert Brown, Kildrum, Kells,
Brown had very kindly deposited

near Ballymena, which Mr.
in the

Museum

for exhibition.

—

December

^th

The
Mr. Joseph

President, Dr.

J.

)

1883.

Cunningham,

Murphy read

a letter from

in the Chair.

M. Foster Heddle, on

AGATES.
The

following letter was addressed by the writer in 1871 to

Mr. Joseph John Murphy, and though not originally intended
publication, is now submitted to this Society with the

for

writer's consent

:

St Andrew's, November

—

4, 1871.

have on my return found your note as to
Agates. Though I have been at work on the subject in different
ways for many years, I have not found myself in a position yet
In fact I cannot yet say that I know much as to
to publish.
how they have been formed, though I do know, or rather am
able to show, that they have not been made in the manner

Dear

Sir,

I

usually supposed.

The late Principal Forbes conceived that they had been
formed by concentric deposition round a central nucleus: this
Others conceive that siliceous
I showed him to be untenable.
matter in a state of fusion has been poured into cavities through
an opening, such opening being called the " point of infiltra-

—

tion."

I

am

able to

show

that this so-called point of infiltration

an orifice of escape or exit of something.
Fully to state how (from examination of their mode of occurrence, experiments upon the decomposibility of trap rocks under
the action of carbonated water, section of agates in every conceivable direction, experiments upon their powers of absorbing
liquids, and from microscopic examination) I conceive agates to
is

be formed, would

call for

indeed a long statement.

—
15
I will attempt briefly to put it thus
Igneous rocks are being poured forth from a volcanic vent, in
:

perfectly fluid or at least plastic flow

scoriaceous,

some

frothing,

and

so

when

some are

;

dense,

some

solidified are vesicular,

or perchance even hold in suspension bubbles of included water,
this latter holding in solution (red-hot solution) solids after-

wards to separate as rheolites. Should the air-bubbles of the
vesicular rocks arise through the plastic mass while it is motionless, these bubbles will be more or less rounded or pear-shaped.

Should the solidifying rock, however, become
porphyritic, as generally

is

crystalline or

the case with amygdaloids, the sepa-

&c, will more or less roughen the
smooth and rounded figure of the
the lava-flow continues its motion while the

rating crystals of labradorite,
sides,

cavity

and
;

so destroy the

while,

bubbles are
or altered

still

if

rising, their

shape will be more or

—try bubbles in flowing

:

less flattened

treacle.

Stage the first.—An empty cavity of any shape.

—

Stage the second. The rock, while solidifying, may contain
an excess of a magnesian mineral, which is exuded into the
cavity or this excess of magnesian compound (magnesia not
being, to any large extent, a natural constituent of the mass of
a trap) may be held as vapour in the cavity, to be, on cooling,
deposited on its sides. This forms in Scotland, Faroe, Iceland,
&c, the layer of celadonite or delessite at Giants' Causeway,
;

;

of chlorophceite, which, on the extraction of the afterwards
filled-up cavity, forms the " skin of the pebble."

—

Stage the third. One of two processes, the first very doubtful.
The cooling and shrinking rock holds in a state of liquidity,
from heat, an excess of colloidal silica, which is exuded into
the cavity, forming a chalcedonic druse.
process,

it

be formed.

But, admitting the

and a solid agate could not thus
This seems to have been the view of Sir George

must here

stop,

Mackenzie.

The
fied

other process I pin

faith to.
is

The thoroughly solidi-

having

its

felspar (labradorite

decomposed by water holding carbonic acid in solution.
have proved that this process is rapid and continuous, and

or other)
J

my

—indeed the now old—rock

agate-holding traps are

all

rotten

certain quantity of tridamyte,

transfuses into the cavity

the layer of delessite
slightly

the

;

the colloidal silica, with a
taken up by this water, and
;

silica is

there solidified

less pure,

solution

up with

set

finds

its

all

a strong

Endosmose and

The

strong

number of

or any

forced out through the

is

passage out thins

its

successively deposited layers at that place.
silica

outside of the

their resistless force.

way through the two

increasing skins: the weak water
" point of infiltration," and so in

flow of colloidal

is

we have

first layer)

solution of colloidal silica constantly supplied.

exosmose are

within,

containing,

while without (that

double skin, delessite and

—probably

We have now a cavity

the coagulation.

with chalcedonic matter,

lined

water more or

now

is

is

(held in solution

by

By

this

liquid)

all

the

continuous

through the

already coagulated or deposited layers, continuous coagulation
of the silica in the yet hollow agate, and continuous extrusion

of the residual water,
cavity,

and a

The
most

we have the

ultimate

adhesion of agates to the containing rock

cases,

up of the

filling

solid agate formed.
is

slight in

from the so-called " skin" being magnesian and

soapy.

The
as

"

would

point of infiltration," instead of being at once

the last point
it

from the inflow of coagulable

result

frequently

filled
is

silica, is

filled

up, being truly the point of escape

not altogether

up, remaining

filled

up,

in reality
:

indeed

an open

tube.

The microscope shows on
of coagulated

silica,

a cross section the concentric layers

soluble in alkalies

;

the crystals or fibres of

tridamyte cross these layers at right angles, radiating like a
rheolite

from the

skin,

crystals that intruding

and it is always along the sides of these
and staining liquids find a way pro;

bably, therefore, along their sides also did the ingress of chal-

cedonic fluid find entrance.
I

remain very truly yours,

M. FORSTER HEDDLE.
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\th December, 1883.

The

President, Dr.

Cunningham,

Mr. William Gray read

in the Chair.

a Notice of

THE SANDHILLS OF BALLINTOY.
Mr. Gray

exhibited a curious urn of rough earthenware, from

the north of the County Antrim.

Mr. Gray was not quite
was genuine, but he explained that a
large number of objects of antiquity are found at Whitepark

certain that the urn

Bay, Ballintoy, including a number of urns, some quite perfect,
and containing burnt bones. They are generally found along
the slopes of the
the

underclifif, or talus

between the sand dunes and

The sand dunes are extremely rich in flint and
implements, and the number of cores, hammers, flint chips,

cliff face.

stone

and fragments of food

vessels that are collected here

to time, indicate that the bay

was the

site of

from time

ancient settlements

which were occupied for a very long time. There are many
remains of antiquity in the neighbourhood. In the bay there
are the remains of an ancient burial place, within a rude stone

and above the bay there are no less than three
one of them is a little above the rectory, and
enclosed by a rough stone circle.

crom-

circle,

fair

lechs

this too is

;

i8

8th

The

President,

Mr. Joseph Wright,

January, 1884.

Dr. Cunningham,

F.G.S.,

made

in the Chair.

a statement concerning

FORAMINIFERA.

Mr. Wright

on Foraminifera,
genus Lagena. He mentioned
of dredgings made by himself and Mr. Balk-

referred

to his investigations

especially in connexion with the

interesting results

the coast of Dublin, when, amongst other species, was
found the Lagena Castrensis, known previously only as a recent
species from off the Australian coast.

will, off

T

%ih

The

9

January, 1884.

President, Dr.

Cunningham,

in the Chair.

Rev. George Robinson, Armagh, read a Paper on the

OCCURRENCE OF RARE BIRDS AT LOUGH NEAGH
SINCE
The

1876.

reader mentioned, with special reference, seven rare birds

which had occurred at Lough Neagh since 1876. These were
the Canada goose, the black tern, the pigmy curlew, the longtailed duck, the ruff, the eider duck, and the scoter duck.
It
was at first supposed the Canada goose, which was observed on
the southern shore of the Lough in 1877, was an escape, but
that idea has since then been abandoned, and it is now
established that the Canada goose which occurred at Lough
Neagh was a truly wild bird. But a somewhat strange circum-

—

that a wild goose has never been procured in that
and although wild geese have been often observed flying
over the Lough, they are never seen to alight, and he never
knew of one being shot on the southern shore. The black tern
is a very rare bird.
It does not breed in Ireland, but it
occasionally occurs on our coast about the autumnal migration.
He had only seen one of them before, and that was a bird shot
The pigmy curlew was observed in 1878. It
at Plymouth.
usually occurred on the seashore of Ireland and also in England.
The long-tailed duck was shot in a locality between
Portadown and the Lough, alongside the River Bann, where,
no doubt, it had been driven by stress of weather. The eider
duck was purchased by a gentleman in Armagh, who takes a
great interest in ornithology, (Mr. Templar,) from a woman
stance

district,

is

20
selling ducks.
He had seen in the Field that an eider
duck was recently found near Norwich, twenty miles from the
The next of the rare birds to which he would call
sea coast.
attention was the scoter duck, which is also a true sea bird.

who was

The seventh

of

the rare birds

strange-looking bird in

along

appearing

surprising extent.

It, too, is

Two

it

can

species

is

owing

interesting

addition

to

Having gone over the
at Lough Neagh within

frequents.

it

out

some

He

to the reclamation

regarded

of rare birds

it.

it

as

an

Armagh.

which had occurred

a very recent period, covering about

birds that are disappearing

about

district

a

Lough Neagh.

seven years, at the rate of one each year, he would
to

frill

to

England, but the

the birds of the County
list

a very

ever saw was one in a market in

rapidly disappearing there,

marshes which

is

a curious

puff

of these birds were shot near

ruff belongs to the eastern districts of

of the

It

ruff.

confined to the autumnal migra-

The only specimen he

tion.

Dublin.

The

which

neck,

its

the

is

summer plumage,

its

Among

now

refer

from the Lough and the

these are the grey-crested grebe, a

most beautiful water fowl the yellow wagtail, a bird peculiar
and the quail, formerly very abundant in
to Lough Neagh
Ireland.
One of the most characteristic qualities of the quail is
its
fighting capabilities.
At the same time, there are
some species of birds which are on the increase. One of
these is the water-rail, which is quite as valuable for the
;

;

table as

The

snipe.

when inviting members of the Society who
took a special interest in this subject, made some remarks, and
President,

described the statement of Mr. Robinson as very interesting
indeed.

He was

surprised to hear that the yellow wagtail

so restricted a distribution.

grebe, perhaps

its

With

most remarkable

had

regard to the grey-crested
characteristic

is

the peculiar

formation of the patella, which extends considerably upwards

above the knee-joints.
Rev. Mr. Robinson asked permission to interrupt the President
in order to state that he sent a grebe to Dr. Haughton, of Dublin, which died shortly afterwards, and was dissected.
Dr.

21

Haughton appreciated the

bird very much, and in dissecting it
he was greatly interested with the peculiarity which the President had just spoken of.
The President said that the peculiar formation of which he
had been speaking was known long before Dr. Haughton was
heard of. Resuming his observations, Dr. Cunningham said he
was amused to hear of the fighting qualities of the quail.
Concluding his observations, Dr. Cunningham referred to a very
interesting

species

occurring at

of grass mentioned by Mr. Robinson as

Lough Neagh, and

in this connection he paid a
becoming tribute to the late Mr. Corry and Mr. Dickson, who,
if they had been spared, would have been yet amongst the most
eminent botanists in Ireland.

Rev. Dr. Grainger, calling attention to the statement with
reference to Dr. Haughton, observed that, of course, Dr.

ton was too able a scientist not to

know

Haugh-

that the peculiar

formation of the patella of the grebe was not his discovery
but what Dr. Haughton desired to establish in connection with
;

that fact was that the variation in that particular

by

is

attended

variations in the form of the entire bird.

The

President then requested Mr. R. L. Patterson to favour

the meeting with some observations, the subject being one to

which Mr. Patterson paid much attention.
Mr. Patterson expressed his appreciation of the interesting
statements made by Mr. Robinson, He was much gratified to
find amongst the seven rare birds three that were thoroughly
oceanic birds. The long-tailed duck is a very rare bird, and
he, in the course of some fifteen years, had met with only three
specimens in the Belfast Lough. They are known on the west
coast of Scotland, and Mr. Gray, a Scotch naturalist, has published very interesting accounts of their occurrence on the
Western Isles. It was, indeed, a novelty that such a thoroughly
oceanic bird as the eider duck should have occurred in fresh
water.
He was not surprised to hear that the scoter duck was

Lough Neagh, and had often been surprised to hear
was not seen at that Lough, because it occurs so
abundantly in Belfast Lough, sometimes in numbers covering

found at
that

it

22

an enormous

Lough Neagh

area,

and the distance from Belfast Lough to
Mr. Robinson had said

comparatively short.

is

that the scoter duck

Well, that

tame.

is

is

to

be accounted

by the circumstance that they are not sought after by the
gunners, because of the rank food on which they live. Probably,
however, when they become accustomed to the better food which
can be had in Lough Neagh they will be more valued by
sportsmen, and then probably they will not be so easily
approached. Regarding the disappearance of the grey-crested
grebe, that is largely, he believed, the result of the mania for
egg collecting that takes possession of some persons nowadays.
He knew one gentleman who last spring took all the eggs which
he found in four grebes' nests. Mr. Patterson then called attention to two species of geese which were recently shot near
Comber. They were Antarctic species. He could easily understand that a North-American goose could be found in Lough
Neagh, but it was impossible that Antarctic species could have
crossed the equator. It was therefore concluded, and correctly,
as subsequent inquiries proved, that the two specimens now on
the table were escapes. They had escaped from Hillsborough
Park.
Mr. Patterson concluded by stating that about fifteen
months ago -a woo- whoop was shot near Lurgan, and a large
number of petrels of both species were got recently in the
neighbourhood of Toome, their presence there being attributed
for

to the recent severe storm.

The

President

thanked Mr. Patterson

for his interesting

remarks, and said that there could be no doubt that the two

specimens of geese which were referred to by him were Antarctic.

Rev. Mr. Lett, who was allowed to speak, although not a
member, mentioned that he had often seen wild swans to the
number of 500, on Lough Gullion, in County Armagh.
Mr. Mulholland agreed with Mr. Robinson that the wagtail
is becoming scarce, and he had observed the fact with reference
to the

common

are also

black wagtail.

becoming very

increase in the

number

The

scarce.

lark, quail,

He

and partridge

ascribed the fact to an

of starlings in the country,

usually destroy the nests of the ground birds.

which

birds

5 th

The

February, 1883.

President, Dr.

Cunningham,

in the Chair.

Professor Meissner, Ph.D., read a paper on

HEATHEN REMAINS

IN CHRISTIAN CHURCHES.

The

early Christians did not all at once renounce all Jewish
and heathen customs and beliefs. For a long time the Church
celebrated two masses on the first of January, the first the mass
for circumcision day, and the second a missa ad prohibendum
de idolis. Many heathen temples were converted into Christian
churches, and places which were considered holy by the Gentiles
were chosen as the sites of churches. Constantine the Great
built a church in the plains of Mamre, on a spot holy alike to
Jew, Gentile, and Christian. St. Boniface built a chapel out of
the oak of Thor, at Hofgeismar. Wittekind, Duke of the Saxons, built churches on every spot on which, before his conversion,
he had erected idols. The Cathedral of Cordova stands on a
spot which has been succesively occupied by a heathen temple,
a Christian church, and a mosque.
Many heathen remains have been found at restorations

embedded
Treves, a

in

the Christian structure.

Roman

altar

;

at Gersthoven,

At

S.

Martin, near

near Augsburg, two

on the Domberg, near Augsburg, sacrificial
Compton Dando, Somerset, an altar of
Venus is walled into the east end of the parish church at the
church of S. Mathias, at Treves, an image of Venus or Diana
stood for centuries in the porch
the custom of the people was
statues of

Mercury

knives and vessels

;

;

at

;

j

;
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to fling a pebble at the

image on entering the church.

sequently this image was
is

now
The

hung

Sub-

in chains in the churchyard,

museum.
Eastern Church anxiously removed

and

to be seen in the diocesan

early

all

vestiges of

idolatry from buildings dedicated to Christian worship, but the

Western Church allowed

a greater latitude.

a letter to Publicola (No. 154, ed. Vulg.,

No.

S.

Augustine, in

47, ed. Bened.), jus-

tifies the retention of heathen works of art by reference to
Joshua vi., 18, 19. To avoid any temptation to man-worship,
symbols were chosen to represent the persons of the Trinity

a

hand reaching out

Agnus Dei

for

God

of the clouds for

God

the Father, the

the Son, the dove for the Holy Ghost.

Heathen symbols, such as the Phenix, the Unicorn, the Sirens,
the Basilisk, became Christian symbols with a new and deeper
meaning. Medieval art and poetry developed this kind of
symbolism with special predilection. The fabulous history of
the Unicorn as a symbol of the incarnation and death of Christ,
became one of the most frequent sculptural ornaments of our
churches.

The well-known reference to the Cumsean Sybil in the fourth
Eclogue of Virgil had early struck the Christians as greatly
resembling the prophecy of Isaiah. The Sybils were introduced
into the Christian tradition as prophetesses, as early as the

They even are appealed to in one of the most
solemn hymns of the Church, the Dies irae. They are found
frequently represented holding in their hands the instruments
of the Passion, at Badninch and Ugborough in Devonshire,
on the panels of the Rood-screen and at Auch in the Pyrenees,
on the stalls, and in a painted window.
Of heathen origin are, likewise, the oldest images of the
second century.

;

Saviour. The oldest type is the Jupiter type
next the HeliosMithras type, from which the halo (originally a attribute of
Kings and Gods), has been imported into Christian art, the
crossed nimbus being reserved for the figure of Christ. The
;

last

type

is

the Semitic, which has been finally accepted as

the traditional

of Christ.
This type we can trace
famous miraculous image of Edessa. Dr.

portrait

distinctly back to the

—
£5

Meissner here sketched the subsequent history of this image at

Rome, and Genoa.
Gems, on which are carved heathen

Constantinople,

deities and scenes from
heathen mythology, have been frequently used in the ornamentation of shrines, processional crosses and other church furniture,
such as the Theofanu-cross, and the cross of Mathildis at Essen,

the shrine of S. Elizabeth at Marburg, the pulpit at Aix-laChapelle. As late as the 17th century a similar ornamentation
was employed in the sacramental plate of the Protestant Church
at Hermannstadt.
The use of secular dyptichs as covers for
mass and gospel-books is well known.
Holy wells were frequently enclosed in churches, and their
real or supposed miraculous powers hallowed by the church.
Most of these have been now covered up e.g., Strassburg,
Wurzburg, Freiburg in Baden, Carlisle. On the enclosure of
the well in Ratisbon Cathedral are sculptured Christ and the
Samaritan woman.
Idols were mostly destroyed, but the few remaining ones are
of the greatest interest.
Chief of all, the famous Irminsul which
Charlemagne overthrew in 772 at Eresburg, and is now in the

cathedral at Hildesheim.

After the dissolution of the

Corvey, this idol was removed to
idol, formerly in

its

present position.

Abbey

of

A heathen

the Conventual Church of Colbatz in Pomerania,

now in the Vaterlandisihes Museum at Berlin. Also the
Wendic idol, the Pusterich, has been removed to the Museum
is

at Sondershausen.

But the old idol Swantevit still occupies its
Church at Altenkirchen, in the
The brazen serpent, which Archbishop Arnulf

place in the east end of the
island of Riigen.

brought, in the year 1001 from Constantinople, fondly believing
it

to be the brazen serpent

still

occupies

Milan.

It

or was, as

its

which Moses erected
Church of

old place in the

in the wilderness,
S.

Ambrogio

at

most probably belonged to a temple of Aesculapius,
some think, an Egyptian talisman of the third or

fourth century.
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1

The

2th February, 1884.

President, Dr. Cunning-ham, in the Chair.

Mr. William Hancock, F.R.G.S.,

of the Chinese Imperial

Customs Service, read a Paper on

NORTH FORMOSA.
The

lecturer sketched the leading geological features of the

describing the remarkable steam geysers and extinct
which he had investigated during his residence on
the island. Comparison was made between the floia of North
Formosa and other parts of China, and a description was
given of the plants from the sea level to the mountain
summits, with special mention of the extraordinary variety
of ferns, of which Mr. Hancock collected nearly 70 species
in one glen alone, and no less than 129 within a radius of
twenty miles round the treaty port of Tientsin. Amongst
these the rare Dipteris Wallichii was discovered, which, the
lecturer observed, was closely allied to the extremely rare
Dipteris Horsfieldii discovered by Dr. Horsfield in only four
places in Java during fourteen years' travel, and specially
referred to and figured by Wallace in his Malay Archipelago.
The typhoons and earthquakes of Formosa were discussed,
mention being made of the earthquake of December, 1867,
when the sea ran out of Kelung Harbour, and, returning, swept
the junks on to the houses, and when the towns of Kelung
Kimpaoli, Pachena, and Tientsin were partially ruined, and
many hundred lives were lost. Various interesting varieties of
birds were described, including the exquisite Pericrocotus

district,

craters

27
brevirostris, of

Hindostan.

The

and

reptiles

insects

were com-

pared with those of Hainan and the East Indies, and attention

was drawn to the remarkable marine fauna on the east coast of
the island, which, in consequence of the high temperature of
the Kurosiwo current, exhibits close affinity to that of Singapore and other tropical seas.

The

variations of climate were

mentioned, and the intense heat of Hainan was described.
In conclusion, the lecturer said that the impression left on his

He had been amongst
sad one.
whose days are numbered, a people who show various
kind and amiable traits of character, but whose natural temperament, even were they disposed to work, seems unfitted for
the systematic toils of civilised nations whose ignorance and
mind was a mixed and rather

a people

;

simplicity permit

them

to barter

away

their noble forests for a

mess of pottage, who are steeped in poverty and ignorance, the
constant dupes of unscrupulous and mercenary neighbours, the
victims of strong passions

;

without friends, without help, with-

out sympathy, children of the present hour.
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$th

The

March, 1884.

President, Dr.

Mr.

F.

Cunningham,

W. Lockwood

in the Chair.

read a Paper on

SANITARY PROTECTION ASSOCIATIONS.
This paper was the legitimate outcome of one by Mr. W. Gray,
C.E., M.R.I.A., in the previous session, upon the sanitary construction of houses, and described the operation of the various
societies formed in England and Scotland to protect householders
against the evils described in Mr. Gray's paper.

The

principle of all these societies

may be briefly

described as

being similar in nature to the Steam Boiler Protection Association, viz

:

— to secure

to the

members,

subscription, the benefits of inspection

for a

and

moderate annual

report, with disinter-

ested advice, and subsequent periodic inspection.

—

The modus operandi is generally as follows
A person
member applies at the office, pays down a
:

wishing to become a

fee, and a sum, generally £\ is. od., as annual
and arranges for an inspection of his house by the

small entrance
subscription,

engineer of the Association.
desirable that the

When

this

member should have

takes place,

a plumber,

one

it

is

who

knows the house being preferred, in attendance, and that the
main drain from the house should be opened at some convenient
These are the only expenses beyond the subscription,
which are unavoidable, any further outlay is entirely at the

place.

discretion of the owner.
pipes, traps, cisterns,

The

&c, and

engineer examines
tests the drains

all

the closets,

under the house

g9

by pouring paraffin or other strong smelling volatile substance
down them from the roof. In a large number of cases this test
reveals the existence of one or more defective joints through
which sewer gas may make its way inside the house and in
most houses built previous to the last eight or ten years, the
;

examination discloses faulty construction or arrangements in one
In due time the member receives a detailed
and a sketch plan of the house, showing the position of
the drains, closets, &c, with suggestions, if needed, for improvements. These the member can make or not as he may choose,
the Association does not underand by whom he may choose
take them, or derive any profit from the works. These suggestions
further distinguish between the more or less necessary alterations.
Should the member decide upon making changes, the engineer
will visit them during progress, or on completion, and advise as
No less important than to have the sanitary
to their efficiency.
arrangements of a house set right as described above, is it to be
assured that they remain so. Here it is that the advantage of
continuous membership is to be found. During each year a
person remains a member of the Association he is entitled to at
least one visit and inspection as thorough as the first, to ascertain whether any of the complicated arrangements of modern
sanitation have got out of order through decay, settlement of
or other particular.

report,

:

—

pipes, action of rats, weather, or other causes, thus giving the

member

a guarrantee not merely his house has been put into a

it remains so.
Should a member require inspection of more than one house,
he pays for each a separate annual subscription, but no further

fairly

healthy condition, but that

entrance

fee.

Special buildings, or those at a distance, are dealt

with according to arrangement, or by a tariff fixed upon terms as
moderate in proportion as those above.
Two simple arguments may be given in favour of such associations.

The

they have already been instituted
Birmingham, Liverpool, Glasgow,
Newcastle, Bradford, Brighton, Dundee, Wolverhampton,
Gloucester, Cheltenham, and Bedford, which, as their scope takes

in

first is

that of example

Edinburgh,

London,

:

|0
in a large radius of the country

round each of these

places,

cover no inconsiderable area of the more populous parts of

The Associations in these places embrace in
membership a large number of hospitals, banks, schools,
asylums, and country mansions, in addition to private dwellinghouses their popularity is rapidly increasing, and their sphere
Great Britain.

their

;

Medical men especially have been
prominent in seeking the benefit of the inspection for their own
of usefulness widening.

residences.

The second argument may be drawn from the facts told in
The London report

the reports of the Associations themselves.

shows that their engineers had examined
Nine of these were found to have
their drains entirely closed up, and no connection whatever with
the main sewer all the foul matter sent down the sinks and soil
pipes simply soaking into the ground under the basement of the
for 1883, for instance,

during the year 404 houses.

)

houses.

In ninety-three houses, or twenty-three per

cent.,

the

overflow pipes from the cisterns were led direct into the drains

and

soil pipes,

allowing sewer gas to pass up them and con-

taminate the water in the cisterns, and in
freely into the houses.

many

cases to pass

In seventy-nine houses, or about twenty

soil pipes were found to be leaky, allowing sewer
and in many cases liquid sewage, to escape into the houses.
In two hundred and sixty-nine houses, or about sixty-seven per
cent, the waste pipes from the baths and sinks were found to be

per cent., the

gas,

led direct into the drains or soil pipes (presumably, doubtless,

with the usual inadequate S trap), thus allowing the possibility
of sewer gas passing up them, instead of these pipes being led
outside the house,

and made to discharge over trapped

gullies as

they should be.

A very similar condition

of things

is

revealed

by an exami-

nation of the reports of the Edinburgh Association.

houses inspected by

its officers

Of

the

for the first time, seventy-five

per cent, were found to have the cistern overflows connected
with the foul or drainage system, which practically means that
in each of these cases a direct channel existed for the introduction
of poison into the house, arranged in a

manner which did not
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even admit of being partially guarded by the oldfashioned,

and too often inefficacious, trap of the ordinary plumber.
Other defects were found to exist in very much the same
proportion as recorded in the case of London.
A paragraph from the report of one of the annual meetings
of the Edinburgh Association describes a principle of action
on the part of most of these Societies, well calculated to recom-

mend them

to the

confidence of the public.

It says "

the

making employment for plumbers.
them what was wrong, and left them

Association did not exist for

They

advised people, told

employ whoever they liked. They had also guarded against
touting for the employment of patents. The number of patents
which claimed to put sanitary matters right was legion, and if
they were to take up any one of these, they would raise a pretty
to

nest of hornets about their ears for overlooking the special

patents of others."

In conclusion, it may be pointed out that these Associations
occupy an intermediate position between that period of darkness
when prince and peasant were by the universality of ignorance
alike exposed to a foe as deadly as it was treacherous, and that
happy time when, by the enlightened action of municipal
authority, such a thing as an unsanitary house shall be an imDuring that interval, which, if human nature does
possibility.
not radically change, bids
associations are likely to

hardly be over-estimated.

fair to
fill

be a long one, these sanitary

a place the value of

which can
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4-th

The

March, 1884.

President, Dr.

Cunningham,

Mr. Robert Young,

in the Chair.

C.E., read a

Paper on

STONE IMPLEMENTS AND FRAGMENTS OF
POTTERY,
Wliich he

The

had

lately procuredfrom the State of Illinois;

U.S.A.

writer described the usual character of the prehistoric earth-

works which are so numerous in the great central States of North
America, specially in those drained by the Ohio River, and in
which stone implements are usually found associated with
evidences of

human

burial,

making

it

evident that they are the

analogues of the tumuli and cairns of this country.

He compared

the implements which are composed of chert,
and obsidian, with those most nearly resembling them in
the Benn collection laid beside them on the table, and pointed

quartz,

None

of the arrow-tips in this collection,

however, are finished with

the very singular spiral curve

out their peculiarities.

which characterizes some of those he had obtained from Ohio,
and presented to the Museum in 1879. He offered what he
had now shewn to add to the former gifts.
In conclusion, he said the Society was very anxious that it
should be known throughout Belfast and Ulster generally, that
they would be very glad to receive and exhibit, not only specimens of ancient Irish weapons and implements, but also those
of aboriginal tribes in foreign lands, with many of which they
knew that friends of this Society had business connexions. If

33
a

little

trouble was taken in this direction by merchants, ship-

owners, and captains, in a few years they might hope to have,
in addition to their already

most extensive and valuable collecand instructive series

tion of native antiquities, an interesting

of objects of comparative archaeology, such as the increasing
interest of this subject

demands.
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ist April\ 1884.

Professor

Everett

Robert Lloyd Patterson,

said,

among

the Chair.

Esq., J. P., read a

MIGRATORY
Mr. Patterson

in

the

Paper on

BIRDS.

many

beautiful objects with

which nature has so richly endowed this world, there are none
more attractive than birds. To the lovers of nature there is
no more interesting occupation than to observe their elegant
forms, beautiful colours, and graceful movements, while their
varied habits and the periods of arrival and departure of those
species that are migratory, invest the study with a fascination
all

the greater on account of the mystery in which some of

these

movements

are

involved.

still

The number

of different

species of birds hitherto recorded as inhabiting the entire globe

amounts

to

about 6000

those inhabiting Europe to 624, and

;

those found in the British Islands to 376 but of these 165
are only occasional visitors, thus reducing the number of regular
;

Some

British birds to 211 species.
in

England but not

tory species the larger
in

of these

have been obtained

in Ireland, and vice versa.

number

are

summer

Of the migra-

migrants, coming

the spring to build their nests and rear their young, and

departing in the

autumn

Others again come in the
in spring.

There

is

to

spend the winter in warmer climes.
autumn or early winter, and leave

late

almost an infinite variety in the

form, and habits of birds.

The

size,

disparity between the largest

and the smallest, the humming bird, is
almost as great as that between an elephant and a mouse. The
mutual adaptation of form and habit all through the animal

bird,

the

ostrich

;
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creation

is

wonderful, but in no department

is it

more marked

This was illustrated by the heron, the curlew,
the swallow, and raptorial birds, such as eagles, hawks, and
owls.
The short-eared owl is an occasional but erratic migrant

than in

birds.

The present season is a great owl year.
Mr. Darragh, the excellent curator of our Museum, has got
about twenty specimens, and Mr. Sheals about six or eight.

to Ireland in winter.

After treating of the family of vultures, and of the adaptation

modes of

of water-fowl to their

life,

the writer stated that

among birds is no less striking than that
As with tropical plants, so among tropical

the variety of colour
of form

and

size.

birds are to be found
as the richest
is

considerable.

in

the most gorgeous in colour as well

plumage.

Of

The

variety of

movement,

too,

the 211 species of British birds, 128 are

permanent residents, 52 summer, and 31 winter migrants. The
numbers of many of the resident species are largely reinforced
by migration. The causes that induce birds to undertake
long, fatiguing, dangerous journeys over thousands of miles of

sea

and land are principally their search

and their

for food

natural desire to reproduce their species under the most favourable conditions.

The

writer then dealt with the habits of the

more conspicuous summer migrants

—

the barn swallow, the
house martin, the sand martin, and the swift, afterwards mentioning the wheatear, whinchat, and stonechat.
The warblers
are very unobtrusive, and so shy in their habits as seldom to be
noticed.

The most

distinguished

member

of this

family

is

the nightingale, which sings during the day as well as the night.
Sometimes an extraordinary " rush" of some species of birds
occurs,
years.

and it may not be seen on migration again for some
Such a migration of golden-crested wrens, one of the

smallest of British birds, occurred in

1882.

The

writer then

treated of the habits of the corncrake, the cuckoo, and those
birds that from a

summer home

farther north

latitudes as a comparatively temperate climate in

the winter.

come

which

to our

to

spend

In consequence of the large extent of coast

line,

in comparison with the superficial area, in Ireland the avifauna
is

especially rich in

marine

species, as

compared with France
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and other

flight followed
seas, are

As

maritime countries.

less

of the migration of birds,

by birds

it

to the general question

has been argued that the lines of

in migration, especially

the same lines that were taken

when

crossing

by the remote ancestors

of these same birds ages ago, when it is believed much land
was above water which is now submerged. It has been further

argued that the habit of taking particular lines of flight has continued for thousands of years, and

still

exists,

the altered physical and geographical

and even

attractive as that theory

coincide with

The

it.

is,

notwithstanding

conditions.

theory that the flight of birds in mi-

gration ordinarily takes place at high elevations

by the

fact that

it

is

Plausible

the essayist could not

is

supported

only in dark or cloudy weather that

migration on a large scale

is

observable.

It

has been noticed

that a stream of migration seemed suddenly to stop

when the

moon

is

From

rose.

its

geographical position, Ireland

the tract of migration.
of the migratory
interest,

indeed

the study

is

The

uncertainty

movements

we may

still

out of

attaching to some

of birds invests

them with an

say a charm, peculiarly their own, and

one which, while

it

tends to the development

of both the observant and the reflective faculities, elevates

the

and leads us to regard with renewed admiration the
mysterious ways of nature.

mind,
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Allen,

W.

J.

C,

J.P. (Representatives

of),

Faunoran, Green-

island.

Belfast.
Andrews, Michael (Representatives of), Ardoyne,
do.
Andrews, Thomas, M.D., F.R.S., &c, Fortwilliam Park,
Andrews, Samuel, J.P., Victoria Street,
do.
Archer, S., J.P. (Representatives of), Wellington Place, do.
Anderson, John, J.P., F.G.S., Hillbrook, Holy wood.
* Alexander, James, J.P. (Represenatives of), Holy wood.

*Bateson, Sir Thomas, Bart., M.P.,

J. P.,

D.L., Belvoir Park,

Belfast.

*Batt,

Thomas G.

(Representatives

of),

Belfast.

Bland, Robert Henry, Lisburn.

Bottomley, Henry H., Garfield Street,
*Bottomley, William, J. P.,

Belfast.

do.

Brett, C. H., Chichester Street,

do.

Bristow, James R., Northern Bank,

do.

Barbour, James, Falls Foundry,

do.

Boyd, William, Blackstaff Mill,
Boyd, W. S., Donegall Quay,
Brown, John Shaw, J.P., Bedford Street,
Brown, John, Bedford Street,
Brown, William K., Rushmere,
Burden, Henry, M.D., Alfred Street,

do.

Burnett, John R.,

Gamble

Street,

*Campbell, James (Representatives
Campbell, John, Lennoxvale,

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

of).

Belfast.

Connor, Charles C, White Linen Hall,
do.
Carlisle, James, J.P. (Representatives of), Donegall Street, do.
Carson, John, Church Lane,
do.
*Charley, John (Representatives of), Finaghy,
do,
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*Clermont, Lord, Ravensdale Park, Newry.

Dunmurry.
John (Representatives of).

Coates, Victor, Rathmore,

*Charters,

Crawford, William, Calender Street,

Belfast.

Cuming, James, M.D., Wellington Place,
Calwell, Alexander McD., College Square North,
Cunningham, Robert O., M.D., F.L.S., Queen's College,
Clarke, Edward H., Elmwood,
Darbishire,

James M., Lombard

*Donegall, Marquis

of,

do.
do.

do.

Street,

K.P., &c. (Representatives

Drennan, Dr., Chichester

do.

London.

of),

Belfast.

Street,

*Drummond, Dr. James L. (Representatives
Duffin, Charles, J.P., Waring Street,
Dunville, William, J.P. (Representatives

do.

Calender

of),

do.

of),

St.,

do.

*Downshire, Marquis of, Hillsborough Castle, Hillsborough.
Belfast.
Dixon, Thomas S., York Street,

Emerson, William, Donegall Quay,
Everett, J. D., M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S., Queen's College,

do.

Ewart, William, J.P., M.P., Bedford Street,
Ewart, W. Quartus, Bedford Street,

do.

*Fenton, Samuel G., J.P. (Representatives
Ferguson, Henry, M.D., Fisherwick Place,

do,

do.

do.

of),

do.

Forsythe, R. H., Holywood.
Finlay, William Laird, Windsor,

Belfast.

Finlay, William Laird, jun., Royal Avenue,

do.

Fuller, Professor George, Queen's College,

do.

Fagan, John, F.R.C.S.I., Glengall Place,

do.

Garrett,

Thomas

(Representatives

*Getty,

Edmund

(Representatives

of),
of),

Gamble

Street,

do.
do.

Girdwood, H. Mercer, Broughton Maxwell, Manchester.
Gordon, Alexander, M.D., Howard Street,
Belfast.
Gordon, R. F., J.P., D.L. (Representatives of) Florida Manor,
Killinchy.

4o
*Grainger, Rev. John, D.D., Broughshane, Ballymena.

Gray, Robt. (Representatives

Gordon, Robert W.,

of),

J.P., Falls

College Square North, Belfast.

Road,

do.

Greer, Thomas, J.P., M.P., Seapark, Carrickfergus.

Gray, William, C.E., M.R.I.A., Mount Charles,

Hogg, John, Academy
*Hamilton,

do.

do.

Street,

Hill, J.P. (Representatives of),

Hancock, John, J.P., Lurgan.
Henderson, Robert (Representatives
*Henry, Alexander, Manchester.

Mount Vernon,

High

of),

Street,

do.

Belfast.

*Herdman, John (Representatives of), College Sq. North, Belfast.
Hind, James, Durham Street,
Hind, John, J.P., Durham Street,
Hind, John, jun., College Street South,
Heyn, James, A.M., Ulster Chambers, Waring Street,
^Houston, John B., J.P., D.L., Orangefield,
Herdman, John, J. P., Carricklee House, Strabane.
Hamilton, Sir James, J.P. (Reps, of), Waring Street,
Harland, Edward J., J. P., Queen's Island,
Hodges, John F., J.P., M.D., F.C.S., Queen's College,

Hyndman, Hugh, LL.D., Waring
Henderson,

W.

Street,

D. (Representatives

of),

do.

do.
do.
do.

Belfast.

do.
do.

do.

Victoria Street,

Henderson, James Alexander, J.P. (Reps,

do.

of),

do.

Donegall Street,

Belfast.

Holford, T.

&

A.,

Cern Abbas, Dorsetshire.

Jackson, Thomas, C.E., Corn Market,
JafFe,
Jaffe,

Belfast.

John, Donegall Square South,
Otto, Donegall Square South,

do.
do.

* Johnson, Sir William G., J.P., D.L., College Sq. North, do.

Johnston, Samuel A., Jennymount Mill,

do.

Kennedy, James, Falls Road,
Keegan, John J., High Street,
*Kinghan, Rev. John, Deaf and

do.
do.

Dumb

Institution,

do.

4*

Lanyon, Sir Charles,

J.P.,

The Abbey, Whiteabbey.

Lepper, F. R., Ulster Bank,

Belfast.

Lakin, Mrs. John, Tamworth.
Letts, Professor

Lytle,

David

E. A., Queen's College,

Belfast.

B., Victoria Street,

do.

Adam J. (Representatives of), Ulster
W. C, J.P., Tomb Street,

*Macrory,
Mitchell,

^Mitchell, George T. (Representatives

Chambers, do.
do.
do.

of),

Montgomery, Thomas,

J. P., Ballydrain,
Moore, James, J.P., Dalchoolin, Craigavad.

do.

*Mulholland, Andrew, J.P., D.L. (Representatives of), Belfast.
J., J.P., D.L., M.P., Ballywalter Park, Ballywalter.

*Mulholland,

Mullan, William, J.P., Victoria Street,
Murney, Henry, J. P., M.D., Donegall Square East,

Musgrave, James, J.P., Ann Street,
Murray, Robert (Representatives of), Arthur Street,
*Murphy, Joseph John, 2, Osborne Park,

Belfast.

do.
do,
do.

do.

*Murphy, Isaac James, Armagh.
Musgrave, Henry, Ann Street,
Musgrave, Edgar, Ann Street,
Moore, James, Donegall Place,

Belfast.

do.
do.

*M'Calmont, Robert, London.
*M'Cammon, Thomas, Dublin.
M'Clure, Sir Thomas, Bart., V.L., M.P., J.P., Belmont, Belfast
M'Cance, Finlay, J.P., Suffolk, Dunmurry.
*M'Cance, J. W. S. (Representatives of), Suffolk, Dunmurry.
*M'Cracken, Francis (Representatives of), Donegall St., Belfast.
do.
MacAdam, Robert, College Square East,
Macllwaine, Mrs. Jane (Representatives

*MacLaine, Alex., Queen's Elms,
M'Gee, John G. (Representatives

do.

of),

Macllwaine, Rev. Canon, D.D., M.RJ.A.,

Mount

Belfast.
of),

High

Street,

M'Neill, George Martin, Beechleigh, Windsor,

Neill,

John

R.,

Queen's Arcade,

Charles, do.

do.
do.

do.
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Belfast.
High Street,
Holy
Ardmore
Terrace,
wood.
Patterson, Mrs. M. E.,
do.
Pirn, Edward W., High Street,
Pirn, George C, (Representatives of), Corporation Street, do.
do.
*Pirrie, John M., M.D. (Representatives oi),
do.
Purdon, Thomas Henry, M.D., Wellington Place,
do.
Patterson, William R., Lower Crescent,

Patterson, E. Forbes,

^Patterson, R. Lloyd,

J. P.,

Corporation Street,

do.

High

do.

Patterson^ William H., M.R.I.A.,

Street,

Purser, Professor John, M.A., Queen's College,

do.

Drummond, Waring Street,
Patterson, Richard, High Street,

do.
do.

Patterson, David

C, Corporation

do.

Riddel, William,

Ann

Porter,

Rowan, John, York
Ritchie,

W.

B.,

Street,

do.

Street,

do.

Street,

M.D., J.P.,

Ross, William A.,

The Grove,

do.
of),

Clonard, Falls

Rea, John Henry, M.D., Great Victoria Street,

Belfast.

Road,

J.P.

(Representatives

Belfast.

Robertson, William,

J, P.,

Bank

Buildings,

Robinson, John, York Street,

Simms, F. B., 39, Prospect Terrace,
Thomas, M.A., J. P., Tomb
Suffern, John, Windsor,

Sinclair,

do.

do.

do.
Street,

do.
do.

Suffern, William, Windsor,

do.

Steen, Dr. Robert, Ph.D., Academical Institution,

do.

Smyth, John,

jun.,

M.A., C.E., Milltown, Banbridge.

Smith, F. Chaloner, Sandymount.
Swanston, William, F.G.S., King Street,

Belfast.

*Tennent, R. J., J.P., D.L. (Representatives of), Rushpark, do.
*Tennent, Robert (Representatives of), Rushpark,
do.

Thompson, Robert, J. P., Fortwilliam Park,
Thomson, Charles, College Gardens,

do.
do.
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Thompson, James, J.P., Macedon, Whiteabbey.
Thompson, Nathaniel (Representatives of).
Thompson, William (Representatives of),

Belfast.

Turnley, John (Representatives of),
Torrens, James, J.P., Wellington Place,

do.

do.

Custom House Square,

Valentine, James W.,
Valentine, G. F.,

The Moat, Strandtown,

Workman, John,

J.P.,

do.
do.

Windsor.

Wilson, James, Old Forge, Dunmurry.
Walkington, Thomas R., Waring Street,

Belfast.

Workman, William, Corporation Street,
Workman, Rev. R., Newtownbreda.

do

Wilson, John K., Donegall Street,
Wilson, Robert M.

do.

Workman, Thomas,

Bedford Street,

Belfast.

Wallace, James, Ulster Bank,

do.

Ward,

do.

Fras. D., J.P.,

Bankmore,

Wright, Joseph, F.G.S., Donegall Street,
Workman, Charles, M.D., Balmoral Terrace,
Workman, Rev. R., Glastry, Kirkcubbin.
Walkington, D. B., Windsor,

do.
do.

do.

Young, Robert, C.E., Donegall Square East,
Young, Robert M., Donegall Square East,

do.

do.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Robinson, Hugh, Donegall Street,

Belfast.

Stewart, Samuel A., F.L.S., North Street,

do.

Tate, Professor Ralph, F.G.S., Adelaide, South Australia.

ANNUAL. GUINEA SUBSCRIBERS.
Bruce, James, J.P., Calender Street,
Corry, James P., J.P., M.P., Dunraven, Windsor,

Belfast.

do.
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Craig, James, J.P., Calender Street,

Thomas

Corry,

W.

Belfast.

H., Benvue, Malone,

LL.D., Belfast Academy,
Carr, James, Ulster Bank,
Dinnen, John, Chichester Street,
Dunville, Robert G., D.L., J.P., Calender Street,
Collier,

F.,

Glass, James, Bedford Street,

Glover, G.

Loewenthal,

J.,

J.,

York Street,
Lagan Foundry,

do.
do.

C.E., Calender Street.

Matier, Henry, J.P., Clarence Place,
Milligan, S. F.,

i,

do.
do.

do.

Linenhall Street,

Lynn, William H.,

do.

do.

B., J.P.,

Liversedge, H.

do.

do.

T., Ballymacarrett,

Graham, O.

do.

Royal Terrace,

do.
do.
do.

Moreland, John H., Co. Down Co., Donegall Square,
Mulholland, J. R. T., J.P.,

do.

Murray, Robert, Corporation

do.

Street,

do.

M'Auliffe, George, J.P., Calender Street,

do.

M'Causland, John K., Lennoxvale,
Oakman, Nicholas, Prospect Terrace,
Pring, Richard W., Corn Market,

do.

Redfern, Peter, M.D., Professor Queen's College,

do.

do.
do.

Reade, Robert H., York Street,

do.

Rogers, John, Victoria Street,

do.

Seeds, William, Corn Market,

do.

Stannus, A. C, Chichester Street,

do.

Steen, William, Donegall Quay,

do.

Taylor, Sir David, J.P., Windsor,
Tate, Alexander, C.E Queen's Elms,

do.

,

Taylor,

Watt,

John Arnott, M.A., Bridge

R., Victoria Street,

Street,

do.

do.
do.

Wolff, G. W., Queen's Island,

do.

Ward, John, F.G.S., Lennoxvale,
Ward, Marcus J., Bankmore,
Young, Samuel. Talbot Street,

do.

do.

do.

